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Jakarta, 4 April 2022  

PT MNC DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT TBK  

(IDX: “MSIN”) 

INVESTOR RELEASE 

MNC Digital Further Re-Affirms its Gaming Ambitions  

With the Acquisition of MOBA Game: Fight of Legends  

PT MNC Digital Entertainment Tbk (IDX: "MSIN" or "the Company"), through its wholly owned  

subsidiary, PT Esports Star Indonesia (ESI), has signed an exclusive global publishing agreement 

with Sugarworks for a Multi-Player Online Battle Arena (MOBA) mobile game called Fight of  

Legends. The deal provides MSIN with publishing rights in perpetuity of the game across all  

territories, excluding Vietnam. Based in Greater Seoul Area, South Korea, Sugarworks specializes 

in Real-Time PvP, Esports System, and VR Media Contents. With more than 20 years of  

experience in tech and gaming related work, Won-Jun Yang (CEO of Sugarworks), led the creation 

and development of Fight of Legends, which is expected to be launched in Q3-2022. 

Available on both IOS & Android and especially designed to run on low footprint devices, allowing 

participation from a wider mobile handset user base, Fight of Legends ticks all the relevant  boxes 

to debut and fast to become a favorite amongst the gaming players globally due to MOBA’s  

popularity in the market, shorter length of game per session, more casual, and provides easier 

gameplay for its players. The game will be supported by the group’s strong marketing and  

promotional capabilities for its introduction initially into the Indonesian market, capitalizing on 

MNC’s 4 FTA TV (48.2% audience share on Prime Time belt and 42.8% audience share on All 

Time belt/Jan 22)
[1]

, Online portals (80+ million MAU/Jan 22)
[2]

, Social media (449+ million  

subscribers/followers with 55+ billion views/Jan 22)[3], and lastly, AVOD & SVOD super apps (~110 

million MAU/Jan 22)[4]. 

Link to “Fight of Legends” Snipets: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ltfdQpEWMTETKXp4Lw0b8dC9vJyxno4v/view?usp=sharing 

[1]. Nielsen, Upper Middle, January 2022 
[2]. Google Analytics, January 2022 
[3]. MNC Internal Research, January 2022 
[4]. Google Analytics, January 2022 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ltfdQpEWMTETKXp4Lw0b8dC9vJyxno4v/view?usp=sharing
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Gaming Industry in Indonesia 

Indonesia’s gaming industry has seen a massive rise in the last couple of years, with increases in 

both number of gamers and time spent. Gaming on mobile device has improved significantly, with 

Media Partners Asia (MPA) estimating that more than 72% of gamers access their games through 

smartphone[5]. MPA also estimates that Indonesia had 147 million gamers as of year-end 2021, 

representing a 38% of the population and this is expected to increase further to reach 164  

million in 2026[6]. 

[5] & [6]. Media Partners Asia 
[7], [8], & [9]. Media Partners Asia 

Gaming industry revenues in Indonesia are sizeable, with the sector (mobile, PC and console) 

generating a combined US$904 million in 2021[7]. Games that are accessed through mobile  

accounted for majority of gamers spending, amounted to 75%, indicating a strong potential for 

gaming studios and publishers in the country[8]. By 2026, MPA projects that the sector will grow to 

US$1.2 billion, a revenue CAGR of 6.5%, underpinned by an increase in consumers’ ability and 

willingness to pay[9]. 

In terms of game genre’s popularity, MOBA is the #1 genre for Indonesian gamers across both 

Mobile & PC, followed by puzzle game and battle royale. Popular titles in the MOBA genre include 

Mobile Legends, League of Legends and Arena of Valor, whilst in Battle Royale genre notable 

popular games such as FreeFire, PUBG and Call of Duty (Warzone) ranked high in the market.  

Source: Media Partners Asia 

Gaming Users  

(2021-2026)  
*in Million 

Source: Media Partners Asia 

Gaming Revenue  

(2021-2026)  
*US$ Million 
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With this is mind, huge gamer base, revenue upside, and two of the top three genres in Indonesia, 

therefore, MNC Digital is set to launch 2 mobile games called Rapid Fire (Battle Royale style FPS) 

and Fight of Legends (MOBA), which will be released in Q2-2022 and Q3-2022, respectively. The 

performance of these games will serve as a catalyst for the Company moving forward, as revenue 

from games will start to be incorporated into the business in 2022. 

Comments from Hary Tanoesoedibjo, Executive Chairman of MNC Group & President Director of 

MSIN:  

“ 
As the gaming industry continues its rise, we are accelerating our gaming portfolio,  

to ensure we are strategically positioned as a relatively new entrant in this sector,  

to capitalize on both FPS and MOBA gaming genres, to appeal to a wide gamer fan 

base. Our partnership with Sugarworks, alongside the dominant position of MNC 

Group in the media production, IP ownerships and media distribution sectors, not only 

provides a massive upside in game promotion synergy, but also allows us to rapidly 

launch at scale and test further feature rollouts which is expected in the gaming  

industry today, both at a lower cost and faster time to market, supported by the  

development expertise and patents from Won-Jun and his team. 

As gaming revenues break all time records worldwide, what we are increasingly seeing 

is huge opportunity in games that are supported by tournaments, competitions and 

both online and offline events, enabling normal gamers to not only become gaming 

Superstars, but also converting their game-playing skills into tangible income, for all 

levels of players. ” 

Source: AMPD Research 

Top 10 Gaming Genres - Indonesia 
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Disclaimer  

By accepting this Press Release, you are agreeing to be bound by the restrictions set out below.  Any failure to comply with these 
restrictions may constitute a violation of applicable securities laws. The information and opinions contained in this Press Release 
have not been independently verified, and no representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is made as to, and no reliance 
should be placed on the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of, the information or opinions contained herein.  It is not 
the intention to provide, and you may not rely on this Press Release as providing, a complete or comprehensive analysis of the 
condition (financial or other), earnings, business affairs, business prospects, properties or results of operations of the  
company or its subsidiaries.  The information and opinions contained in this Press Release are provided as at the date of this 
presentation and are subject to change without notice.  Neither the company (including any of its affiliates, advisors and repre-
sentatives) nor the underwriters (including any of their respective affiliates, advisors or representatives) shall have any responsibil-
ity or liability whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) for the accuracy or completeness of, or any errors or omissions in, any infor-
mation or opinions contained herein nor for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this presentation. In addition, the infor-
mation contained in this Press Release contains projections and forward-looking statements that reflect the company’s current 
views with respect to future events and financial performance.  These views are based on a number of estimates and current as-
sumptions which are subject to business, economic and competitive uncertainties and contingencies as well as various risks and 
these may change over time and in many cases are outside the control of the company and its directors.  No assurance can be 
given that future events will occur, that projections will be achieved, or that the company’s assumptions are correct.  Actual results 
may differ materially from those forecasts and projected. This Press Release is not and does not constitute or form part of any 
offer, invitation or recommendation to purchase or subscribe for any securities and no part of it shall form the basis of or be relied 
upon in connection with any contract, commitment or investment decision in relation thereto.  Any investment in any securities 
issued by the company or its affiliates should be made solely on the basis of the final offer document issued in respect of such secu-
rities. 

For further information, please contact: 

Investor Relations: 

Luthan Fadel Putra  

luthan.putra@mncgroup.com 

Samuel Hartono Tanoesoedibjo 

samuel.tanoesoedibjo@mncgroup.com 

Stefanie Laurensia Prasetyo 

stefanie.prasetyo@mncgroup.com 

PT MNC DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT TBK  

MNC Tower, 29th floor 
Jl. Kebon Sirih Kav 17 - 19 

Jakarta 10340 

Phone: 62-21 3913338 
Fax : 62-21 3910454 
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